
Numbering and coding systems
- Binary
- Hex
- Conversions binary/hex/decimal
- ASCII coding
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Counting in binary
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Convert decimal to binary
Method 1: Use the weight of each position
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Practice
Convert 43 to binary
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Convert from binary to decimal
Using place value
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Practice
Convert 1010101 to decimal
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Convert from decimal to binary
Method 2: Repeated division by 2
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Practice
Convert 36 to binary by repeated division by 2
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Hex <--> Binary
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Signed v. unsigned integers
Unsigned integers: use all bits for data

Signed integers: use 2’s complement 
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2’s complement
1. Write the number as a positive in binary
2. Invert each bit (1’s complement)
3. Add 1
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2’s complement shortcut
Write the positive number in binary

5 = 0000 0101

Starting at the LSB (least significant bit), copy each bit through the first one, then 
flip the remaining bits

-5 = 1111 1011
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2’s complement
How many unsigned numbers can we represent with n bits? 

What is the range?

How many signed numbers? 

What is the range?

Can tell +/- by MSB (most significant bit)

Terms to know: LSB and MSB
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Why is it called 2’s complement?
Let’s look at 2 and -2 in 4 bits:

0010  and  1110

Adding these gives 10000 or 2^4

So the negation of x is 2^n - x
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Signed extension
When moving to a larger memory unit, extend the sign to the left.

Example:
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Adding binary numbers
●  -11 + 8 
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Adding binary numbers
1. 10 + 24 
2. 5 + -6
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What about characters?
ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange)

Uses 7 bits per character (uses one byte)

MIPS uses ASCII

Unicode - used in Java, C++
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ASCII
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Need to know ...
- How to convert between decimal and binary
- How to convert between hex and binary
- How to represent unsigned or signed integers
- How to add binary numbers
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For next time
Download MARS

http://courses.missouristate.edu/KenVollmar/mars/

Windows 10 users with high resolution devices, try upgrading to Java 9

See Homework 1 in Class Discussion Forum
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